
HOW TO HAVE BEAUTIFUL FEET RUSSIAN
DANCER GIVES POINTERS
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The latest fashion kink is the bar-
rel skirt. If hubby comes home in a
barrel wifey blames it on poker we
pause to wonder if the sudden fe-

minizing of the time-honor- habil-me- nt

of the unlucky is the result of
bridge whistl

BY ANNA PAVLOWA
Famous Russian Premiere Danseuse

While we wear shoes to protect the
feet from injury, cold, wet, dirt, wear
and tear we often injure them by
wearing shoes shaped incorrectly.

Sensible shoes, with simple lines,
are far better than unnecessarily ex-
pensive, freakish ones.

To have beautiful feet one must
learn to walk correctly. Don't let
your ankle scrape the floor, or the
heels of your shoes become run down.
This throws the feet out of shape.

Do not wear stockings so large
they wrinkle. The wrinkle causes
rubbing and that usually results In
ugly blisters or callous spots. Stock-
ings too small will have the same
effect

Stocking colored with aniline dyes
should not be worn. . Perspiration
often causes the colors to run and
induces irritation and sore feet

Do not wear shoes so large the
feet rub as you walk nor so small the
toes are jammed forward with each
step, otherwise inflammation, sores
and corns will ensue. Just a little
care and thought in this regard will
save a deal of pain and suffering.

TO FRESHEN PUDDINGS
Remove crust from yesterday's

pudding and turn pudding into small-
er dish. Add hot milk and (to bread
pudding) fresh crumbs for top, dot-
ted over with butter. Bake again.
Rice pudding may be reheated with
hot milk, or if to be served cold, cov-
ered with a meringue flavored with
lemon juice and browned.
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John Zak, a checker expert of

Wampum, Pa., for the last six months
has been playing a contest by mail
with a crack player of Pasadena,
CaL Each player makes a move and
then mails the board back to his op-

ponent As it takes nine days for the
1 mail to travel, the game is slow,
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